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Warped Extra Dimension 
with the Small Curvature
WarpedWarped Extra Dimension Extra Dimension 
with the Small Curvaturewith the Small Curvature

Background (AdS5 ) metric     Background (AdSBackground (AdS5 5 ) metric     ) metric     (Randall & (Randall & SundrumSundrum, 1999), 1999)
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Gravity lives in the bulkGravity lives in the bulkGravity lives in the bulk
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SM fields are confined to the TeV braneSM fields are confined to the SM fields are confined to the TeVTeV branebrane



Gravitational 5-dimensional fieldGravitational 5Gravitational 5--dimensional fielddimensional field
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Interaction Lagrangian on the TeV braneInteraction Interaction LagrangianLagrangian on the on the TeVTeV branebrane
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Large curvature optionLarge curvature optionLarge curvature option

5 1 TeVMκ ≈ ≈

series of massive series of massive resonancesresonances

1( , 1 TeV)mπΛ ≈



Small curvature optionSmall curvature optionSmall curvature option

5 1 TeVMκ << ≈

((GiudiceGiudice et al., 2004,et al., 2004,
Kisselev & Kisselev & PetrovPetrov, 2005), 2005)
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Formal relation to gravity in flat 
space-time  with one compact ED 
Formal relation to gravity in flat Formal relation to gravity in flat 
spacespace--time  with one compact ED time  with one compact ED 

1 ,
c PlR Mππκ→ Λ → cR is the radius of EDis the radius of ED



AdS5  Metric vs. Flat Metric 
with One Compact ED 

AdSAdS5  5  Metric vs. Flat Metric Metric vs. Flat Metric 
with One Compact ED with One Compact ED 

RS model with the small curvature is not 
similar to a model with one large ED
of the size  

RS model with the small curvature is not RS model with the small curvature is not 
similar to a model with similar to a model with oneone large EDlarge ED
of the size  of the size  1

cR πκ− =
For instance,For instance,For instance,
can be realized only forcan be realized only forcan be realized only for

( )1 50 MeV 1 GeVcR− =
( )7 10d =

is the number of is the number of ED’sED’sd
1d = cR = solar distancesolar distance

( )2 3d = - strongly limited by          
astrophysical bounds

-- strongly limited by          strongly limited by          
astrophysical boundsastrophysical bounds



Hierarchy equation in d flat ED’s (D=4+d)Hierarchy equation in d flat Hierarchy equation in d flat ED’sED’s (D=4+d)(D=4+d)
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Limiting case of a similar relation  
for the warped metric
Limiting case of a similar relation  Limiting case of a similar relation  
for the warped metricfor the warped metric

(unrealistic)(unrealistic)



Graviton production in exclusive 
double diffractive event (EDDE)
Graviton production in exclusive Graviton production in exclusive 
double diffractive event (EDDE)double diffractive event (EDDE)

X = KK gravitonKK graviton



Experimental signature at the LHCExperimental signature at the LHC
(Kisselev, (Kisselev, PetrovPetrov & & RyutinRyutin, 2005), 2005)

"nothing"p p p p+ → + +
(joint CMS/TOTEM experiment)(joint CMS/TOTEM experiment)

Expected number of eventsExpected number of events
-130(0.3) fbL =Integrated luminosity:Integrated luminosity:Integrated luminosity:

5 1 TeVM =
ev 9000(90)N =

forfor andand miss 14 GeVM >



Distribution in the missing mass 
of  KK gravitons in EDDE

Distribution in the missing mass Distribution in the missing mass 
of  KK gravitons in EDDEof  KK gravitons in EDDE

curves (top to bottom):curves (top to bottom): 5 1, 2, 3 and 5 TeVM =



Cross sections for the production 
of KK gravitons in EDDE 

Cross sections for the production Cross sections for the production 
of KK gravitons in EDDE of KK gravitons in EDDE 

curves (top to bottom):curves (top to bottom): 0 3, 14, 30 and 50 GeVM =



Trans-Planckian Scattering on the BraneTransTrans--PlanckianPlanckian Scattering on the Scattering on the BraneBrane
(Kisselev & (Kisselev & PetrovPetrov, 2004/5), 2004/5)

eikonal approximation

5,s M s t≥ >> −
Kinematical regionKinematical regionKinematical region

is 4is 4--momentum transfermomentum transfert
Born amplitude is the sum of  the
reggeized  gravitons in t-channel
Born amplitude is the sum of  theBorn amplitude is the sum of  the
reggeized  reggeized  gravitons in tgravitons in t--channelchannel
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Gravi-Reggeons:GraviGravi--ReggeonsReggeons::

-- string tensionstring tension2
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Gravitational amplitudeGravitational amplitude
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Imaginary part of the eikonalImaginary part of the Imaginary part of the eikonaleikonal

One has to calculate the sumOne has to calculate the sumOne has to calculate the sum
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( )3/ 2
5100 /1 TeVM TeVπΛ ≈

for smallfor small 100 MeVκ =

Fields are weakly coupled to gravity:Fields are weakly coupled to gravity:Fields are weakly coupled to gravity:

eikonal with no explicit dependence 
on the brane scale and curvature

The summation of  t-channel  
reggeized gravitons
The summation of  tThe summation of  t--channel  channel  
reggeizedreggeized gravitonsgravitons

Radion production is strongly suppressedRadionRadion production is strongly suppressedproduction is strongly suppressed
( )3φ πΛ = Λ



Neutrino-nucleon Interactions 
at Ultra-high Energies

NeutrinoNeutrino--nucleon Interactions nucleon Interactions 
at Ultraat Ultra--high Energieshigh Energies
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Gravitational amplitude Gravitational amplitude Gravitational amplitude ( )ŝ sx=

Skewed (t-dependent) parton distributionSkewed (tSkewed (t--dependent) dependent) partonparton distributiondistribution
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( )if x -- standard distributionstandard distribution
of of partonparton ii

parameters of the hard Pomeron is usedparameters of the hard parameters of the hard PomeronPomeron is usedis used
((PetrovPetrov & & ProkudinProkudin, 2002), 2002)



Differential cross section Differential cross section Differential cross section 

y -- neutrino energy fraction neutrino energy fraction 
deposited to the protondeposited to the proton



Inelastic neutrino-proton 
cross sections

Inelastic neutrinoInelastic neutrino--proton proton 
cross sectionscross sections

dotted curve:dotted curve: SM (cc) cross sectionSM (cc) cross section



Neutrino-proton interaction NeutrinoNeutrino--proton interaction proton interaction 
vs. black hole productionvs. black hole productionvs. black hole production

solid curves:solid curves:
dashed curves:dashed curves:

5 0.25, 0.5, 1 TeVM =
min 0.5, 1, 2 TeVBHM =



Detection of quasi-horizontal air showers
by the Pierre Auger Observatory

Detection of quasi-horizontal air showers
by the Pierre Auger Observatory

(from www.auger.org)(from www.auger.org)



CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS
Gravity effects from ED’s may be detected 
in  double diffractive events by the joint 
experiment of the CMS and TOTEM 
Collaborations at the LHC 

Trans-Planckian gravity induced 
scattering of the brane fields  is given by 
an infinite sum of the t-channel reggeized
gravitons (gravi-Reggeons)

Gravitational part of the  cross section 
for cosmic neutrino scattering off  the
nucleon is comparable with the BH 
production cross section 



Gravity effects from ED’s are large enough 
to be measured in ultra-high-energy  
neutrino-nucleon events by  presently 
planned neutrino detectors

Expected rate for quasi-horizontal air 
showers at the Auger Observatory:

Expected rate for quasiExpected rate for quasi--horizontal air horizontal air 
showers at the Auger Observatory:showers at the Auger Observatory:

4.9 per year4.9 per year4.9 per year 5 1TeVM =

5 2TeVM =1.6 per year1.6 per year
(for (for WaxmanWaxman--BahcallBahcall neutrino flux)neutrino flux)

SM:SM: 0.08 per year 0.08 per year 
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